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· Adams, Alban; 1975 draft first round pick fourth suns selected by Feinikesi. although Adams in the effectiveness of the University of
Oklahoma data dazzling, but when the first NBA is not optimistic about the people. As a center, Adams height of 2.06 meters and
less than 100 kg weight and no advantage. But Adams in his rookie season with almost perfect performance to clear his name, hit
the averaged 19 points and 9.1 rebounds, and 5.6 assists well data, access to the 1976 NBA rookie of the year award of honor,
while helping the Phoenix Suns reached the playoffs after a lapse of five years, once again, and even grams of crack the Sonics and
the warriors scored the finals. The suns in the finals with the Boston Celtics team war six games, Adams in the face of a legendary
center Dave cowens also did not timid. Throughout the playoffs, Adams averaged 17.9 points and 10.1 rebounds and 5.2 assists.
1977 in February 22nd, Adams had 47 points and 18 rebounds and 12 assists in three pairs of data against buffalo warriors. He is
one of the four players in the history of NBA who played 46 points and 16 rebounds over three pairs of data (the other three are Elgin
- Wilt, Chamberlain Beller and Carter Vince). < br / > the pity is that rookie season turned out to be the Adams career best season,
after due to the emphasis on outside the Suns play, Adams golf course performance gradually decline, has not been able to re-enter
the All-Star lineup or received other honors. But he brought the team's contribution to the team in mind, in 1988 after the sun retired,
the team for its hanging from the number 33 jersey. Although Adams's 33 Jersey has been retired, but when the Suns signed free
agent Hill - Grant, he authorized to allow Hill to continue to wear the familiar number 33 jersey. < p > Adams in matches (988), playing
time, rebounds (6937) and steals (1289) lined up the history, shooting number for the second, assists the third, caps for fourth place.
Adams in Phoenix throughout his career, averaging 14.1 points, 7 rebounds and 4.1 assists. At the same time, he is also one of the
11 teams in the history of the Phoenix Suns. Now, Adams, as the team's senior vice president of operations is still working in the sun
club. Charles · Wade · Barkley, one of the famous big forwards in the history of basketball in NBA. Career has played in the
Philadelphia 76 people, the Feinikesi suns and the Houston rockets. Is the 1992 Olympic Games, the United States men's basketball
team, "dream team" members, NBA history, the 50 major stars. 84 golden generation sunlun fifth overall by the Philadelphia 76
people selected, 93 years to move the sun. is like the city named Phoenix, Barkley won the nirvana in Feinikesi. His first year in the
Suns was like a dream in general, not only to get the MV> of the NBA
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